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Quitting Makes The Quitter#

Quitting is a moat expensive weakness# For# in the preparatory time of life &t least, 
what vou are doing is not so important as what it is doing to you#
You start a task; you lay out a program of action# Your interest is high# Some 
important good to be gained is attracting you, The effort you make seems at first 
very little# Progress is easy.
Then something gradually happens to you# Effort grows more difficult# The good seems 
lass and less valuable.
You shop around for reasons to quit* Weren^t you drastic in making your planaT 
Didn’t vou take on just a little too much? Yes, of course* Then you up and quit*
11 you have learned in that experience is how to quit*A

1,” you say, naftsr a while I found out that my plan wasn’t worth the effort/1 
Quite possibly; but you were worth the effort* And that’s the point, You can’t af
ford to skill yourself-” in the art of quitting— because, simp It, quitting mokes you 
a quitter*

Plausible reasons for quitting are always at hand, Sometimes a fellow feels* *1 
should quit this that I am doing and take up that which is more important," Usually 
the urge is not to do something better; it is merely a temptation t^ quit*

.Another reason for quitting cornea to mind thus: ,?I don’t see anything better to
hange to; but I don’t see anything at all; why continue??f Tore you ^orood to begin 
mt you are doing? Didn’t you have sound motives at the start?
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Very well, what has happened? Perhaps only this: you ore forcing yourself not to see
so that you can merely quit, he act like that, Payhe If you can walk through this 
cloud you will he made. J.'nyhe such clouds of doubt have o+oipel yon— and will often 
stop you— from getting anywhere in life.

man of character nets an object for himself and through every cloud and haze works 
resolutely towards his goal, lie who will not give up is strong and day by day grows 
stronger.
Just keeping on through the most hopeless msas m y  be the important act of your 
career, "Hew often it is the last p.bjeot punch that t”rrs""out to be the knockout.
Most failures have learned too early to quit, They a-e more practised in quitting 
than ir staying, Another week, pushing on just a lit4 le longer, and they would hr.ve 
broken through to victory.
You must day bv day refresh your courage, You must vary your stride to take yourself 
over the changing obstacles, You must hang on, plod on, fight on doggedly, forcing 
yourself this one more day, this one more hour, Quitting makes a blind alley out of 
any road that opens up to you.
Two weeks ago you undertook a definite program. If you were wise von decided, in the 
spirit of penance, to make it a little tough on yourself, l:--vo you boon a quitter*
If so, admit your mistake, take up your full urogram again, and thin have, like a man, 
go straight t! rough to has4or. In everything worth doing, it is always too costly 
to quit,
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